SUMMER SCHOOL
« IMAGINE, DEVELOP & FLY »

July 1 - July 19, 2019

3 WEEKS
2 CITIES
6 ECTS CREDITS
«IMAGINE, DEVELOP & FLY»!
MAKE YOUR MICRO AERIAL VEHICLES (MAVS)

Our summer program aims at providing key concepts in design, modeling and control of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) covering both theoretical and experimental aspects.
In this regard, specific drone configurations will be studied.
Detailed realistic simulations covering not only the drone’s motion but also aerodynamic design aspects regarding real-world applications. In this regard, the goal is to enhance your 3D-printed design based the experimental wind-tunnel tests.

PARIS :
Courses, lectures and workshops, experimental tests, survival french + discover Paris :
Street art in Paris, theatre show,
Château de Versailles,
typical cruise on the Seine Etc…

TOULOUSE :
Enjoy the aerospace capital during 3 days !
Let’s visit Airbus, Aeroscopia, Cité de l’Espace

PROGRAM FEES :
Application fees: 60 €
2300 € including tuition fees, extra-curricular activities, accommodation, breakfasts and lunches (on class days),
public transport pass for 3 weeks and journey to and from Toulouse.
A special discount applies to students coming from our partner universities.
Optional : Airport transfer.
Students earn 6 ECTS credits from completion of the program.